
Burgess Furniture designs and 
manufactures a wide selection 
of chairs and table systems for the
hotel, banqueting and conference
markets where their products are
renowned internationally for style,
quality, value and durability.
For full details of the Burgess 
product range please contact the
sales office or visit our website.

system-c

A CAD layout service is available 
to assist clients with their selection
and specification

Burgess high pressure laminate
with bull-nose hardwood lip

Burgess high pressure laminate
with black vinyl T-Barb

Burgess wood laminate
with hardwood leading edge

Tables can be transported easily from
room to room on a custom-made
Table Truck

Courtesy of Holiday Inn Docklands
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When placing an order, please specify:
1. Height: A: 72cm, B: 76cm or D: 74cm
2. Frame Finish: Polished chrome plated steel. Epoxy powder coated prices on application
3. Top Finish: i. Burgess high pressure laminate range with a bull nose hardwood lip. (H)
 All 18mm ii. Burgess high pressure laminate range with T-barb edge (HPL)

iii. Burgess wood laminate with hardwood leading edge (W)

Model Dimension

Rectangular
SYS.1 120 x 45cm rectangular
SYS.13 130 x 45cm rectangular
SYS.2 150 x 45cm rectangular
SYS.3 180 x 45cm rectangular
SYS.5 120 x 60cm rectangular
SYS.14 130 x 60cm rectangular
SYS.6 150 x 60cm rectangular
SYS.7 180 x 60cm rectangular
SYS.9 120 x 75cm rectangular
SYS.15 130 x 75cm rectangular
SYS.10 150 x 75cm rectangular
SYS.11 180 x 75cm rectangular

Half Round
SYS.4 90 x 45cm half-round
SYS.8 120 x 60cm half round
SYS.12 150 x 75cm half-round

Triangular Corner Section
SYS.C45 45cm triangular corner section
SYS.C60 60cm triangular corner section
SYS.C75 75cm triangular corner section

Quadrant Corner Section
SYS.Q45 45cm 1⁄4 round corner section
SYS.Q60 60cm 1⁄4 round corner section
SYS.Q75 75cm 1⁄4 round corner section

Modesty Panels 
SYS.F120 120 x 35cm front
SYS.F130 130 x 35cm front
SYS.F150 150 x 35cm front
SYS.F180 180 x 35cm front
SYS.E45 45 x 30cm end
SYS.E60 60 x 30cm end
SYS.E75 75 x 30cm end

Table Trucks (TTF.C)
120cm long in 45/60/75cm widths
130cm long in 45/60/75cm widths
150cm long in 45/60/75cm widths
180cm long in 45/60/75cm widths

All tables are less than 25kg
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system-c
System-C fulfils the conference managers’
requirement for a superior folding table system
and is equally at home in contemporary and
traditional syndicate meeting rooms.

A selection of table top finishes, detailed 
in the brochure, are available and the frames
can be finished in a choice of polished 
stainless steel, black texture or a wide 
selection of epoxy powder coated colours.

Modesty panels are easily fitted

150cm D-End can be used as a 
free-standing table or to create a 
boardroom layout

90cm and 120cm D-End extension
tables are supported by a single 
cantilever leg

Leg configuration shown on 45cm
wide table

Leg configuration shown on 60cm
wide table

Leg configuration shown on 75cm
wide table

Standard heights are 72cm, 74cm and 76cm

Corner extension top enables 
L-Shape, open and closed U-Shape
configurations with minimum table leg
interference

Optional quarter-round extension top
(standard when specifying T-Barb edging)

Legs are retained in the folded
position with a sprung loaded
clip

Corner posts with integral stacking
buffers minimize the possibility of 
stacking damage and incorporate a
swivel clip to enable tables to be linked
back-to-back and end-to-end.

Courtesy of Holiday Inn Docklands

Courtesy of Holiday Inn Express Cambridge
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